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it more slowly. What about your conversation with the Minister, Desboulmiers ? What's your impression ? "
" I only got hold of him in the lobby, you know. For five minutes. And he didn't much seem to want us to be seen together."
" What exactly did he say ? "
** He said to me : * I would not have started that hare myself, because I have never wished the death of a sinner* But I'm bound to say that your cause is not a good one. If Gurau definitely raises the question I shall explain "why the status quo has lasted so far. I shall defend the past system to the best of my ability. So far as I am concerned, it will be an easy matter. But don't count upon me to oppose a reform of the system of privilege which you are enjoying now — or upon anybody who takes my place. I shall even be driven to say — what happens to be the truth - that my experts were already studying the question of such a reform, and that Gurau's intervention has merely served to disclose our intentions/ "
" All up -with us, in short! " said Sammecaud.
c* Looks like it," said Champcenais. " This is a suit that we can win only on condition that it doesn't come up for trial/'
" You weren't so gloomy last week."
ef It's because IVe been thinking things over since. Besides, Bertrand depressed me. He said that we were counting too much on parliamentary corruption."
** As though he'd never made use of it himself 1 "
fe According to him, all that you can get a deputy to do for money is-vote with enthusiasm the same way that he would have voted, without enthusiasm, anyway; or, at the most, vote on an occasion when he would otherwise have abstained. Or, again, agree to keep quiet at a rime when neither anybody nor anything requires him to do anything else.'*
" But isn't that all we want ? "
*e Yes, so far as Gurau is concerned ; Gurau and nobody else. For it becomes clearer and clearer all the time that the
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